The Last Emerging Market

Asgari & Associates is a boutique full service international law firm focusing
on the intersection of business, law and public policy. Our firm is made of a
small group of young lawyers dedicated to providing advice and expertise at
the highest level.
We are known for our ability to assist clients with their international business
and commercial needs, excellence of work in complex and challenging matters
and combining affectively with clients, counsels and outside advisers.
I am the managing partner and founder of Asgari & Associates. I founded
the firm in 2012. I graduated from University of London (UCL College) and
specialized in International Commercial Law and Maritime Law.
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It is a great advantage to be a managing partner of
a law firm that is totally committed to providing the
best client service and getting to work with colleagues
that are innovative, dynamic and creative. In the fast
changing economy and ever changing regulatory
system I make sure that our firm as a leader in
international law will remain ahead of the pack by
providing the best services to our clients.
Companies entering Iran will always face
repercussions from the regional sanctions, pervasive
corruption in Iran and the non-stability of the
regulations .Investors returning to Iran after a lengthy
absence should make themselves aware of any legal
and regulatory changes. While the geopolitics of the
region will remain an immutable treat to the foreign
investments, we will always find ways to make our
clients business set ups and ventures less risky and
more profitable.
For foreign investors considering entering the
Iranian market we offer a comprehensive range of
services form registering a company and branch in
the mainland and free zones to joint venture and
franchising. Once our clients face a dispute with a
partner in Iran, our experienced lawyers are prepared
to assist them with their dispute resolution matters.

We will always remain at our client’s service once they
have established their businesses in Iran. Our services
after registration of their entity includes tax consultancy
services, accounting services, labor law, logistic affairs,
freight forwarding, and custom and shipping services.
We view each client and the issues they ask to
resolve differently. We tailor our analysis but more
importantly, our recommendation to the needs of
our client’s assignment. We are very proud of the
results our clients have achieved in response to the
assistance we have provided.
We see the market cycles as an opportunity to look
within and find ways to be more innovative and
connect with our clients.
Iran has many investment opportunities. An educated
and young workforce, economic natural resources of
petroleum, natural gas, coal, chromium, copper and
iron, appropriate transport, infrastructure and access to
international waters , a strategic position, land borders with
seven countries and proximity to other countries in Middle
East and Central Asia and major tourist attractions.
Yet there are some concerns among the investors
that might affect their decisions. Similar to other
developing markets, economic stability concerns are
the main potential risks on the list of investors.
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